
TRANSLATION PROOFREADING SERVICES

Our translation platform offers online proofreading services by experienced senior translators to ensure top-quality texts.

Editors smooth the text and polish sentences. Translation tools Editors and proofreaders can use technology
for their work. Single source proofreading We read through your translated text as your target audience or
customers would. Our translators will ensure the texts you get back have excellent language style and that they
use suitable and correct words throughout. Although proofreading is often one step in a multi-step process for
document translation, we also offer proofreading as a separate service. Your standards of the day were great.
Our company recognizes the growing need for translation services and provides multilingual translation and
foreign language writing for a variety of industries including business, medical, legal, advertising, human
resources, web, and technical. We know our clients expect us to keep their documents, personal
correspondence, and business materials secure. Will consider using Global Voices for more projects that need
urgent attention. Confidentiality is a top priority for all of the translators, project managers, and staff at ALTA,
so we adhere strictly to the Safe Harbor Agreement. Whatever concept we accept, it is important to remember
about the main steps of the translation process â€” translation, editing and proofreading TEP. Thanks again.
Proofreaders work only with the target text, checking that the translation does not have any spelling, grammar,
or punctuation errors. Professional translation toolsâ€”e. Native speakers usually do not make idiomatic or
syntactical mistakes. Pay per minute of dictation for digital audio Pay per word for copy typing Pay by the
hour for manuscript amendment or reformatting documents Monthly fee that covers all services. Ready for
some proofreading? For a full list of the languages we cover, you can check out our languages page here.
Some clients may assume this is a standard practice, but there are some foreign language translation
companies that use translation software. Still, many professionals argue that TEP are not necessary for proper
project outcomes. The translator will have experience dealing with patents, case summaries, briefs, and other
documents found in the legal industry. However, software is never a complete substitute for the skill of
professional editors and proofreaders. Answers to all these questions are essential in order to make reasonable
corrections to translated texts. In his book , Brian Mossop gives an example of the meteorological term
summer severe weather. These three consecutive steps often ensure the best translation quality. Auto-correct is
a useful ally of course, but is not infallible and we all make the odd tie pin miss take. What is proofreading
Professional proofreading is a comprehensive final quality check of written material before publication.
Pricing packages available To learn more about our proofreading services, call us on , email info www. These
specialists also review typographical and layout features, such as style of headings and paragraphs. We also
provide a number of other translation services and are capable of translating full texts from scratch.


